Competitive Event Webinar Q&A
Virtual International Leadership Conference
Thursday, April 22

Question

Answer

My chapter is only a few months old, so we won't
be competing, but I think my HOSA members
would be interested in watching the competitions
so we can get an idea of what it is like for next
year. Can we do that? If yes, what is the process?

Congrats on your new chapter! HOSA only allows the
judges and competitors into the Competitive Events,
however, we would encourage you and your HOSA
members to attend the Virtual Display Times for
certain events. The Display Times allow competitors
to show their work to the public. The Event
Modification PDF and links are a great way to check to
see which events have Display Times.
https://hosa.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/CEPlan-Summarized-March29.pdf
That is correct. Your HOSA members need to register
to observe the Display Times as they will be accessed
in Communique – HOSA’s Virtual Conference Platform.
Only registered conference delegates will have access
to Communique.

Thank you for the quick reply. I recall that the
schedule of Display Times is online...do my HOSA
members need to register/pay just to view the
Displays? Thanks.

ATC is only available for PS/Collegiate and SS, not
MS, correct?
Just to clarify, there is no Round 1 for the Public
Health team event, correct?
Will we have a link of this presentation for HOSA
members that were not able to make this
webinar?
Can we get a copy of this presentation to share
with the local advisors?
How is it going to work for CERT skills event? So,
where would we get our content to study and
prepare?

We also encourage new chapters to get involved in
Other Opportunities at HOSA’s VILC – MindTap
Simulations; Anatomage Tournament; Virtual Patient
Challenge as well as the approximately 80 workshops
that will help your HOSA members with competitions
for next year. If the HOSA members will take
advantage of all the opportunities provided, it is worth
the registration fee for the workshops, expo, other
opportunities, dances and general sessions!
The ATC events are open to Secondary,
Postsecondary/Collegiate, and Alumni members but
not Middle School.
This is correct. There is no Round 1 for Public Health.
Absolutely! We will post the video link and summary
at https://hosa.org/ilc/ as a part of “The Vault”.
Yes! We will post the video and summary information
online!
If you study the CERT event guidelines for the skills,
you will be successful on the questions asked in the
360-degree simulated environment.

What is your best recommendation for team
events? Should each member get on with a
separate computer or could they share one
computer?
You mentioned computers are required for round
2 skill events to interact with the 360 degree skill
environment (because competitors will be given
mouse control of the screen). If a HOSA member
does not have a computer, is there an email that
he/she should reach out to?
Just to verify-anyone interested can participate in
the research poster meet and greet, not just
competitors?

What is a watch party?

Do you have a link to the rubrics for the events?

If we are presenting on zoom to judges, will we be
allowed to share our screens?
For CERT Skills, are we going to have a simulation
for Round 2?
What’s research poster PSC or SS

Is this presentation recorded for later viewing?
Will the judges be able to see the competitors
while they are answering during the skill events?

This is an individual team decision. Either option is
acceptable.
A computer is required for Round 2 Skill Events. If a
competitor does not have availability to a computer
and needs assistance accessing one, the competitor
needs to contact his/her Local or State Advisor for
assistance. *Please note, in other events using Zoom,
accessing Zoom via a phone or tablet is acceptable.
Yes, that is correct.
A watch party would be a gathering of your HOSA
members who would like to watch the Awards
Sessions together. There will be a live Zoom link
where you can join the Awards Sessions live! (Of
course, we will want them to be following socially
distancing protocol!)
Link to Guidelines: https://hosa.org/guidelines/
Link to CE Modifications: https://hosa.org/virtualcompetitive-event-modifications-2021/
Thanks to feedback from the webinar, we are making
some modifications to what events will be allowed to
share their screen. Please view the CE Modifications
link after April 23rd to see these changes.
Yes.
The Research Poster Meet and Greet will be open to
any competitor (SS or PSC division) as well as anyone
interested in learning about the event or providing
feedback on the event.
Yes. We will be posting the Webinar online
afterwards.
Yes - judges will be on live with competitors in Zoom.
You can find a link to the simulation demo here:

Where can I find the link for the simulation demo?

If we are not allowed to share our screen on zoom,
how can we present with visuals?
How can we register for VILC? Do we get a link?

https://hosa.org/from-the-vault-skill-simulations-forcompetitive-events/
Thanks to feedback from the webinar, we are making
some modifications to what events will be allowed to
share their screen. Please view the CE Modifications
link after April 23rd to see these changes.
You can register in HOSA’s Conference Management
System through your local advisor.

